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CMB Lensing 

CMB lensing is weak gravitational deflections by all 
mass acting on a known source. It probes both 
distances and growth from z=0-1100.  

de Putter, Zahn, Linder 2009 
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CMB + Late Time Probes 

Strong constraints by combining CMB (early), 
CMB lensing (mid), and late time probes.    

Improve mν constraint by 2.6, 
DE FOM by 6.6,                  
mν-σ8 FOM (fixing GR) by 5.2. 

Large scale structure probes, 
and distance probes, each add 
to cosmological knowledge.  Das & Linder 2012 
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CMB Lensing Measured 

CMB lensing first detected via CMB alone in 2011. 
Now Planck has S/N~40 measurements.  

CMB lensing not only smears the power spectra, but 
induces nonGaussianity (nontrivial 4pt functions) 
and converts E- to B-modes. All are detected. 

L 
Planck XV 2015 
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CMB Lensing as a Cosmology Probe 

As we obtain high S/N at many L, we probe many 
k and many z. This scale dependence (AL not 
constant) can reveal new physics.  

Atacama Cosmology Telescope, POLARBEAR/
Simons Array, South Pole Telescope are CMB 
lensing machines – all are on sky.  

We examine 3 types of scale dependent new 
physics:  

Modified gravity – scalaron Compton wavelength 

Neutrino mass – free streaming length  

Cold (low cs) dark energy – sound horizon 
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CMB Lensing On All Scales 

Sensitive to linear, quasinlinear, nonlinear scales. 
Sensitive to all z, even z>4. 

Scale dependent physics 
can reweight this, e.g. 
f(R) gravity. 

Hojjati & Linder 
1507.08292 
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Distinguishing New Physics 
Distinct scale dependent deviations from ΛCDM, 
and between the types of new physics.  

Compton scale 
plus screening vs 
free streaming vs 
sound horizon.  

l 
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Cold Dark Energy 

Cold (low cs) dark energy can cluster, enhancing 
CMB lensing.  
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Scale Dependence 

Scale dependence also shows up in the matter power 
spectrum – but also scale dependent bias, baryonic 
effects, etc., and in the CMB power spectra – but 
must separate from primordial effects.  

One fascinating exception: 

EE spectrum at       
l >5000 is almost 
pure lensing.  

Accessible to 
beams <few arcmn. 
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Summary 

CMB lensing has become a high S/N cosmological 
probe.  

Sensitive to many scales and redshifts, and so new 
scale dependent physics.  

Ignoring scale dependence can bias cosmology, 
including delensing of B-modes (and r).  

Data is coming in now, with 3rd generation starting, 
and CMB-S4 in future. These high res experiments 
can also see pure lensing in E at l >5000.  

Can distinguish new physics from ΛCDM, and 
modified gravity vs neutrino mass vs cold dark 
energy.  


